
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Closed L 6.0.1.11 Tournament Registration Change the label "Ready to Ski" to "Elig to Part" meaning the 
individual is Eligible to Participate in the tournament.  This 
means they have a properly completed and active AWSA 
membership

Updated on Registration window

Closed L 6.0.1.11 Printed Forms Printed boat judge forms have old youth divisions still listed.  
Also boat form still has parameters from Perfect Pass

Updated slalom judge form and slalom recap form to 
remove old junior divisions.  Replace with list of valid 
speeds and rope lengths

Closed H 6.0.1.11 Import Registrations People are in-advertently importing for pick and choose which 
is creating round running orders when not wanting to.  Also, 
when importing a second time it is duplicating entries in the 
round running order

Correct Pick and Choose import to prevent duplicate 
entries

Closed M 6.0.1.11 Running Order When imports for pick and choose are processed skiers are 
added to appropriate round running order.  This will assign 
the original default group to the round running order.  If the 
group is changed in either the Registration window or the 
original running order window the group for the round order 
remains unchanged.  Need to find a way to adjust for that.

Enhanced Running Order and Registration windows 
to update event group in the round running order 
when it matches the primary running order value

Closed H 6.0.1.11 Nops Calculator Updated values for 2021 Updated

Closed L 6.0.1.11 Tournament List Changing the sanction id is showing an update on window 
but when refreshed reverts to original value.  Would like this 
to do a full sanction id change on all tables 

Fixed issue with SanctionId.  It now will update all 
references to allow someone to safely correct the 
SanctionId

Closed L 6.0.1.11 Round Running Order The window for selecting Pick & Choose shows all skiers but 
does not accurately reflect skiers that have been selected or 
not selected for the round.

Fixed window to properly identify skiers that are 
already selected for the round and the skiers that 
have not been selected
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